PUNCH – HOLL0006 LM625 Telehandler release
NEW HOLLAND’S NEW TELEHANDLER TAKES PERFORMANCE TO NEW HEIGHTS
The latest in the New Holland family of heavy duty telehandlers, the compact LM625
certainly lives up to New Holland’s promise, “built around you”, with a wide range of
features that will make it the top choice for any business.
To start with, the LM625 offers a 84hp turbo engine which gives you the power boost you
need whilst delivering considerable fuel savings. The LM625 also features a powerful, highcapacity hydraulic system that’s ideal for multi-tasking, with a high flow gear pump that
delivers 80 litres and 230 bar pressure. This reliable hydraulic system always provides the
right flow and power - making movements smooth and very quick to deliver fast working
cycles.
Smooth and powerful, and extremely easy to use, is the LM625’s hydrostatic transmission.
The hydrostatic pump and motor both automatically change displacement according to the
torque demand, with no need to flip a switch to vary the pulling capacity, while the inching
pedal lets you easily modulate the hydraulic flow for even smother operation. Particularly
valuable when slow movements are needed for lowering heavy loads at maximum reach,
the system works like a standard clutch but with the advantages of a hydrostatic
transmission.
And while the compact LM625 is an extremely efficient and hard worker, it’s also easy on
the operator as the spacious ROPS-FOPS cab offers the same high levels of comfort as New
Hollands bigger models.
A standard, adjustable tilting steering column allows a full range of operator adjustments to
achieve the best driving position for every individual. The proportional joystick is easy to use
and guarantees high precision in material handling applications and fast response in digging
operations and can also conveniently control the attachment quick coupler.
Additional features include: air conditioning, a suspension seat, easy-to-read dashboard and
cab roof protection from a strong grid that extends to the front cab window.
Two best-in-category features complete the LM625's cab offering - the lowest in-cab noise
levels and the best 360° visibility in the telehandler category with a low 1.9m height. With a
rounded front profile and large glass area, the LM625’s cab offers clear vision of the arm in
every position and all-round vision when manoeuvring in restricted workspaces.
And as for maintenance – that’s easy too. The LM625’s engine compartment is easily
accessible through the fully tilting hood to access daily checks.
All-in-all, the LM625 is all you could ask for in a compact, heavy duty telehandler. If you’d
like to ask more about the LM625, contact your local New Holland dealer, call 1300 XCAVATE
or visit www.newholland.com

